Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed for an Fe 50 Ni 50 (at.%) alloy with NTp ensemble to keep the number of atoms (N), temperature (T = 673 K), and pressure (p ∼ 101.325 kPa) constant under a GrujicicZhou-type MD potential from an Embedded Atom Method scheme with a cut-off distance of 1 nm. An Fe 50 Ni 50 alloy was initially created as a hypothetical chemically-ordered B2 structure with a 12 × 12 × 12 supercell comprising 3456 atoms. Subsequently, it was annealed at 673 K, without the application of stress, and then under a uniaxial tension of ∼290 MPa, and shear stresses of ∼570 and ∼2940 MPa. The results revealed that stress contributed to a change in the transformation scheme to the L1 0 phase from partially to fully of the system with a reduction of time. On the other hand, an as-quenched amorphous phase under a shear stress of ∼680 MPa, transformed to a disordered fcc-derivative phase. Therefore it is clear that stresses in MD simulations play a crucial role in enhancing the atomic motion during a transformation.
Introduction
This work presents the successful synthesis of L1 0 -FeNi phase 1) through crystallization of amorphous Fe 42 Ni 41.3 Si 8 B 4 P 4 Cu 0.7 alloy at 673 K for 288 h, after vitrifying the molten alloy by melt spinning. Signi cantly, the L1 0 phase formed into a ribbon shaped sample and had chemical ordering of 0.8 or more 1) . However, its volume fraction was at most ∼10% because of the presence of other Fe-and Ni-rich phases. On reducing the multicomponent alloy to a binary Fe 50 Ni 50 (at.%) alloy, the authors were able to evaluate the stability of the liquid, bcc, fcc and L1 0 phases, by maintaining these phases at a constant crystallization temperature of 673 K using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 1) . However, the actual kinetics of formation of the L1 0 phase from the amorphous phase have not been clari ed yet, even for this simple alloy, using computational approaches because of problems associated with two important factors: structural and chemical order. Thus, one should select the MD potential appropriately, to deal with these two orders simultaneously, when trying to reproduce the transformations from the amorphous to the L1 0 phase. However, it is dif cult to reproduce the chemical order using conventional MD potentials unless these potentials are ne tuned to the alloy system of interest and their ordered phase. Hence, in the current investigation, the authors have attempted to treat the structural and chemical orders separately, even though in reality, they take place simultaneously during the formation of the L1 0 -FeNi phase from the amorphous phase, as described in the two cases below.
In the rst case, the authors demonstrate the formation of the L1 0 phase from a hypothetical B2 phase in the Fe-Ni system. This idea originated by observing the crystallographic relationships between fcc and bct (body-centered tetragonal) structures during a martensitic transformation induced by mechanical stresses 2, 3) . For instance, Cao et al. 2) studied stress-induced martensitic transformation in NiAl from B2 structure, Grujicic and Dang 3) investigated Fe-Ni alloys with Ni content ranging from 20 to 40 at.% and their transformation from fcc to bcc. Furthermore, Staroskenkov et al. 4) reported on the CuAu I (L1 0 ) structure during low temperature deformation. In addition, the phase stability of the Fe-Ni system including the L1 0 phase, has also been investigated in great detail by Mishin et al. 5) using rst-principles calculations and atomistic simulations.
In the second case, the authors have investigated the crystallization process of the amorphous phase, although the crystallized phase is expected to be a simple, disordered fcc phase, even for MD systems of larger dimensions. While simulating case 2, stress was applied to the amorphous phase to investigate the following. 1. The effect of stress on the crystallization kinetics. 2. The appearance of bcc phase as an intermediate metastable phase during the crystallization process. Previous study 1) suggested that, an intermediate metastable bcc phase would appear at the crystallization temperature (T = 673 K), because Gibbs free energy (G) of phases followed the hierarchy 1) in the order of
where G bcc is regarded to be considerably close to G B2 . If one could detect the bcc phase during the crystallization process, then one would expect a kinetic route, which would yield the L1 0 phase, to be present. In reality, these approaches, based on cases 1 and 2, do not correlate directly to the experimentally observed transformation from amorphous to L1 0 phase. However, the authors believe that these fundamental concepts are worth investigating for the subsequent future, when appropriate MD potentials have been determined, which would enable the study of the structural and chemical order simultaneously.
The present study aims to examine the formation of the L1 0 phase from the hypothetical B2 structure of the Fe 50 Ni 50 alloy and to investigate the crystallization process through MD simulations with and without the application of stress.
Methods and Models
Data derived from previous MD simulations on the stability of phases in the Fe-Ni system 5) , including the L1 0 phase and the martensitic transformation 3) , were taken into account in order to advance the present simulations. The present MD simulations were performed using commercial software, SCIGRESS ME Version 2 6) (Fujitsu Production), for the alloys summarized in Table 1 .
Alloy 1 was a marginal L1 0 alloy of 4000 atoms with 10 × 10 × 10 supercells. The initial lattice constants of supercells (a S and c S ) were acquired from the experimental data 1) (a U = 0.3560 nm and c U = 0.3615 nm) obtained by performing X-ray diffraction (XRD) on the sample annealed at 673 K for 288 h, where, superscripts S and U stand for lattice constants of supercell and unit cell, respectively.
Alloy 2 was also a marginal alloy, created hypothetically with a chemically-ordered B2 structure, with an initial state comprising 12 × 12 × 12 supercells (3456 atoms) and a density of 8 On the other hand, Alloy 3-t was created from a hypothetical B2 phase similar to Alloy 2 and simulated at 1 ps under uniaxial tension of ∼290 MPa, which was applied to the z-axis to examine the transformation into the L1 0 structure. In addition, Alloy 3-s was simulated to examine the effect of shearing on the formation of the L1 0 structure. Shear stresses of ∼570 and ∼2940 MPa were applied. The maximum stress that the alloy system would tolerate, i.e., not break or fracture but deform under simulation, was found to be 290 MPa (uniaxial tension), and 570 and 2940 MPa (shear stress). Similarly, the simulation time (t computed /ps) was determined by monitoring the thermodynamic and physical variables, such as Hamiltonian and lattice constants. The values of t computed presented in Table 1 denote the minimum time required for MD simulations to satisfy the transformation for each alloy. These stresses, ranging from 290 to 2940 MPa, were as large as the ideal fracture strength and larger than the actual crystalline alloy containing lattice defects and grain boundaries. However, these large stresses were used as the relative ones for MD simulations by permitting that the atomic arrangements of the crystalline phases in MD is the ideal ones without defects, such as whiskers. Further simulations on Alloy 3-t and Alloy 3-s were performed without applying uniaxial tension and shear stresses to the atomic con gurations of Alloy 3-t and Alloy 3-s, at t = 50 ps and named Alloy 3-t-non and Alloy 3-s-non, respectively.
Moreover, the relaxed amorphous phase (Alloy 4) was created from the chemically-disordered fcc structure comprising of 4000 atoms with 10 × 10 × 10 supercell by quenching a melt by cooling from 2000 to 500 K for 150 ps (1 × 10 13 K/s), followed by the subsequent structural relaxation at 500 K for 50 ps after quenching. The melting of the alloy occurred at 2000 K for 50 ps. The initial phase of Alloy 4 was fcc phase, as it is the stable phase in Fe-Ni binary phase diagram at temperatures ranging from 673 K to solidus temperature. Alloy 5-s was simulated from Alloy 4 (t = 250 ps) by applying shear stress of ∼680 MPa for 200 ps. The results of the application of shear stress alone are shown in this paper, since the authors found out that shear stress was more ef cient in quickly inducing the transformation when compared to tensile/compression stress.
In addition, the effects of unloading stress were investigated to the amorphous structure as Alloy 5-non from the state of Alloy 4 at t = 250 ps and as Alloy 5-s-non from Alloy 5-s at t = 50 ps. The presence of an initial B2 structures in Alloys 1, 2 and 3 is a hypothetical condition, since both the B2 phase and the bcc phase do not appear in the Fe-Ni equilibrium phase diagram. Furthermore, tensile and shear stresses were also applied hypothetically, since the mechanical tests were not performed in the authors previous experiments 1) . However, preliminary MD simulations revealed that shear stress, in particular, enhanced the crystallization of the amorphous phase.
Control algorithms for temperature scaling and time integration were implemented using Gear s method. The common simulation conditions of the NTp ensemble included maintaining the number of atoms (N), temperature (T), and pressure (p) constant. Pressure (p) was set to atmospheric pressure (101.325 kPa). In order to determine the optimal time step (Δt), that would enable rapid simulation and avoid overshooting, a range of values from 0.1 to 5 fs were tested initially. As a result, Δt was set at 5 fs, which statistically does not affect the thermodynamic and physical quantities in the simulation. Simulations were performed with the Grujicic Zhou -(GZ)-type 7, 8) MD potential using an embedded atom method (EAM) 9) , a cut-off distance of 1 nm and periodic boundary conditions. The details of the MD potentials and the scheme to apply stresses are summarized in Appendices A and B, respectively. The terminologies are summarized in Appendix C.
Results

Alloy 1
Simulations revealed that the lattice constants of the initial state supercell (a S 
/a
S , could be due to the characteristic GZtype MD potential that had different optimized atomic distances between Fe and Ni in the z-direction. Though, this discrepancy has not been amended by the authors in the current study, the authors aim to modify the parameters of GZpotential in future studies.
Alloy 2
The structure of Alloy 2 retained the B2 structure in Figs. 1(a), (b), but eventually, it became a mixed structure denoted by the trapezoid areas with broken and dotted lines in Fig. 1(c) , where each area contained three layers. However, the mixed structure shown in Fig. 1 (c) could not be con rmed in Fig Fig. 1(d) , suggests the occurrence of atomic sliding along [111] due to a deformation that is characteristic of the bcc-derivative structure, including B2. This suggestion was con rmed by depicting the atomic arrangements of the 3 layers with broken lines in Figs. 1(e), (f), (g) for t = 0, 1 and 50 ps. Comparing Fig. 1(g) with Figs. 1(e), (f) revealed that Alloy 2 at t = 50 ps, shown in Fig. 1(g) , is composed of B2 and L1 0 structures that sandwich planar defects, denoted by dot-dash lines, which are involved in different atomic arrangements as demonstrated by the rectangular area of (011) B2 and the square area of (100) L10 . Notably, the atomic arrangement of the B2 structure in Fig. 1(g ) slightly tilted to its original arrangement in Figs. 1(e), (f) due to the inclusion of planar defects.
The corresponding changes in parameters to Figs. 1(e), (f), (g) are summarized in Fig. 2 , where, during the MD simulation for Alloy 2 at t = 0 ps to t = 50 ps, the supercell volume (V) remained constant at ∼40.5 nm 3 as along with other parameters like kinetic energy (K E ), density (D), supercell-constant (a S ). However, Hamiltonian H dropped from −393.7 at t = 0 ps to −395 kJ/mol −1 for t ≥ 5.5 ps and decreases in the internal energy (U), enthalpy (H) and potential energy (P E ) Fig. 1 were observed. In Fig. 2 , H uctuated with t, since H is affected by the pressure (p) as de ned by the equation: H = U + pV. The MD simulations of Alloy 2 signify that the atomic arrangements in Alloy 2 take place due to the metastability of the B2 phase and isothermal annealing leads to B2 structure being partially transformed into L1 0 structure, in accordance to the formation of planar defects. The authors have analyzed Alloy 2, using mean-squared displacement (MSD) for total atoms, in order to study the formation mechanism and the role of the planar defects. According to the user s instructions of the software (SCIGRESS, ver. 2), the length of MSD (L MSD ) is de ned by eqs. (1) with the coordination (r) of an atom of interest during time interval between t and 0 (t interval ) from a set of time-series data where M and N are the numbers of time-series data and total atoms, respectively, and t k is the starting time of the k-th time-series data.
As a result, the existence of three stages was detected, as shown in Fig. 3 . The rst, second and third stages had their t range from 0 to 1.4, 1.4 to 4.5 and 4.5 to 50 ps, respectively. All stages exhibited an increase in L MSD in the beginning, followed by overshooting and a subsequent at region. The analysis of the atomic arrangements in Fig. 3 indicates that Figs. 3(b) -(d) retain their B2 phase along with the planar defects as shown in Fig. 3(d) . However, Fig. 3 (e) apparently contained L1 0 phase due to the drastic increase in L MSD as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Speci cally, the rst small L MSD seen in the 1st stage, was due to the rearrangement of the atomic structure at 673 K, whereas the second small L MSD seen in the 2nd stage, was mainly due to the formation of planar defects.
Ultimately, the third large L MSD seen in the 3rd stage, causes the formation of L1 0 phase at t > 5.5 ps, which is re ected by the drop in the value of H and U as shown in Fig. 2. 
Alloy 3 series
The calculations for Alloy 3-t revealed that the structure transformed from cubic to tetragonal as shown in Figs. 4(a) , (b) as a result of the uniaxial tension allocated to it during simulation. Further MD simulations were performed on Alloy 3-t at t = 1 ps to investigate the properties of the alloy without the application of tensile stress (Alloy 3-t-non). Comparisons between Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) reveal that the lattice constant of the supercell along the z-axis is slightly shorter in Fig. 4(c) for Alloy 3-t-non than Fig. 4(b) for Alloy 3-t, due to the unloaded condition in the z-direction for Alloy 3-t-non. Specically, lattice constants of the supercell changed from a S = 3.39 nm for the initial cubic B2 structure, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , to a S = 3.06 nm and c S = 4.30 nm for the tetragonal structure for Alloy 3-t-non at t = 50 ps, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . Considering the relationship between the fcc and bct 3) , the resultant phase of Alloy 3-t-non at t = 50 ps consists of a unit cell with lattice constants a U = 0.361 and c U = 0.358 nm and c U /a U = 0.992 for the L1 0 phase. The details of the lattice constants, along with their cosmic magnets 10) are summarized in Table 2 , where experiments indicate c U /a U > 1. The value of H for Alloy 3-t-non at t = 50 ps was evaluated to be −397 kJmol
, similar to that of Alloy 1 for t = 50 ps. Thus, it was found that the L1 0 phase could be reproduced by apply- ing uniaxial tension to B2 structure, as previously reported for Ni-Al system 2) . Here, it should be noted that the B2 phase partially transforms to the L1 0 phase in the Ni-Al alloy system (supercell). The partial formation of the L1 0 phase in NiAl system 2) is similar to the partial transformation under isothermal annealing without stress shown in Fig. 1 . Interestingly, complete transformation was observed for Alloys 3-s and 3-s-non systems, with shear stress of 570 MPa, as shown in Fig. 4(d) , and its subsequent unloaded state as shown in Fig 4(e) . These results are compared with the results obtained under shear stress of 2940 MPa later in this study.
The authors analyzed Alloy 3-t for displacement of atoms during the transformation as shown in Fig. 5 . The displacement of Ni and Fe atoms do not cross any other atoms, suggesting that no effective diffusion took place during the transformation.
When extremely high shear stress (hypothetically greater than ∼2940 MPa) was applied, the shape of the supercell transformed from cubic to triclinic, as shown in Fig. 6 . However, Fig. 6(b) indicates that the lattice distortion is small, but the atomic arrangements and the crystallographic symmetry clearly changes from B2 to L1 0 structure. Further simulation for Alloy 3-s at t = 1 ps without the application of shear stress (Alloy 3-s-non), as shown in Fig. 6(c) , revealed that no apparent difference in atomic arrangements could be ascertained from those seen in Fig. 6(b) . The pair-distribution functions of Alloy 3-s-non after unloading, as shown in Figs. 6(d) , (e), exhibit similar statistical behavior to those of Alloy 3-t-non, as shown in Fig. 6(f) , particularly, at a distance of r < 0.5 nm. Thus, simulation results for Alloys 3-s and 3-t revealed that both tensile and shear stresses contributed to the transformation from B2 to L1 0 structure and the transformations were highly uniform throughout the alloy system. Figures 4 and 6 indicate that when the B2 phase was present in its initial atomic con gurations and satisfactory tensile or shear stresses were applied, there is a possibility to form the L1 0 structure.
Further isothermal simulations were performed on Alloy 3-t at t = 1 ps in the absence of uniaxial tension (Alloy 3-t-non). The results of Alloy 3-t at t = 1 ps, in terms of atomic arrangements and other thermodynamic and physical quantities, were found to be statistically similar to the initial atomic con gurations of Alloy 3-t at t = 1 ps. This suggested that Alloy 3-t-non was either in a stable state at T = 673 K or in a state with insuf cient thermal activation for atomic diffusion. However, the authors suspect the former case to be true based on previously studies 1) where, the L1 0 phase had a lower Hamiltonian value compared to the disordered fcc phase, which is considered the practical equilibrium phase.
Alloy 4
Preliminary investigations determined the critical cooling rate (R c ) for forming an amorphous phase to be 1 × 10 13 K/s. We found that the alloy crystallized into an fcc phase during cooling at a rate of 1 × 10 12 K/s. Thus, the magnitude of R c = 1 × 10 13 K/s is as high as R c = 3 × 10 10 K/s of pure Ni 11) .The alloy cooled at R = 10 12 K/s exhibited discontinuous drops in V and H, from t = 1120 ps to t = 1210 ps as shown in Fig. 7 . This can be interpreted as crystallization. Thus, we can conclude that Alloy 4 has barely formed an amorphous state.
Alloy 5 series
The results shown in Fig. 8 demonstrate that the initial state of an amorphous phase exists until 65 ps as shown in Figs. 8(a), (b) . It begins to transform into a crystalline phase, as demonstrated in Fig. 8(c) at t = 85 ps, followed by crystallization at t = 200 ps, as shown in Fig. 8(d) . Signi cantly, the crystalline state seen in Fig. 8(d) is highly consistent with the perfect crystalline state, where all the atoms are positioned correctly in the super-lattice within the limited computational time of t = 200 ps. The atomic arrangement of Alloy 5-s-non shown in Fig. 8(e) is similar to that of Alloy 5-s in Fig. 8(d) . The differences seen in the Alloys 5-s at t = 65 and 85 ps are as shown in Figs. 8(c), (d) . Figure 9(d) clearly show the region where the changes in internal and potential energies (U and P E ) drop for t = 65 and 85 ps. The changes in these parameters and quantities, for other alloys are as shown in Figs. 9. Figure 9 Figure 9 (d) demonstrates that initially V of Alloy 5-s is around 48.8 nm 3 at the applied shear stress ∼680 MPa. However, the value of V begins to decrease monotonously and stabilizes again at t = 105 ps to V = 47.5 nm 3 . This decrease in V suggests the crystallization of the amorphous phase. Further decrease in V to V = 47 nm 3 is observed for Alloy 5-s-non on the right-side of Fig. 9(d) due to the release of shear stress. The crystallization that took place in Alloy 5-s was also con rmed by the determining the decrease in H in Fig. 9(d) ). However, it should be noted that the above changes in V and H are seen when shear stress of 680 MPa is applied. The changes in parameters for Alloy 5-s-non are shown on the right-side of Fig. 9(d) , indicating that the parameters of Alloy 5-s-non are almost constant during the simulation time of 50 ps, where H was evaluated to be −395.5 kJmol On the other hand, crystallization did not take place when shear stresses were not applied to Alloy 4 at t = 250 ps as the initial atomic arrangements were rather similar to the Alloy 5-non at t = 1000 ps, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . Thus, it was found that during the same simulation time, shear stress enhanced atomic motions and reduced the crystallization time. In addition, mechanical stress led to the preferential formation of the fcc derivative of L1 0 related structures when the initial alloy is presented in the higher energy states, such as B2 and amorphous phase. The values of H evaluated for B2 (Alloy 2, t = 5 ps) and L1 0 (Alloy 1, t = 50 ps) are −393.7 and −397.0 kJmol , respectively, where, Alloy 2, t = 5 ps is the starting state before the formation of L1 0 phase. The typical stresses applied in the current study were ∼290 MPa for ten- sile and ∼570 and 2940 MP for shear. However, these conditions are not in line with the experimental conditions, where annealing was carried out isothermally, in the absence of mechanical tests.
Discussion
The tetragonality of the L1 0 phase in Alloy 1 with c S /a S < 1 for MD simulation results against experimental data with c U /a U > 1 could be due to the presence of an optimized Fe-Ni atomic distance in the GZ-potential 7) . It was reported 7) that the lattice constants (a U ) are 0.364 nm for Fe and 0.3524 for Ni. Thus, a smaller a U for Ni leads to c U /a U < 1 for L1 0 phase with periodic accumulation of Fe and Ni layers successively in c-or z-direction. This discrepancy regarding c/a is out of the scope of the present study, and hence, the authors do not expand on this issue.
There exist other factors, excluding mechanical stress, which contribute to formation of the L1 0 phase, such as geometrical shape of the sample and inner stress that takes place in a composite structure. Speci cally, the direction along the roll-contacted and free surfaces of the ribbon samples (outof-plane direction) should be considered as the solidi cation direction, which is different from in-plane geometry in a micron or sub-micron scale. In addition, the nanocrystallized Fe-based alloys comprising of nanocrystalline grains embedded in the remaining amorphous phase can cause residual stresses due to the difference in thermal expansion coefcients between the crystalline and amorphous phases 12) . The other factors excluding mechanical stress mentioned above are dif cult to achieve using MD simulations, but they would also affect the formation of the L1 0 phase experimentally to some extent. The authors think that these factors can also be regarded as stress, although its magnitude is not as large as the mechanical stresses applied in the present study. Further MD simulations will be performed in near future.
Conclusions
The MD simulation results revealed that a hypothetic B2 ordered phase, annealed at 673 K for 50 ps without stress lead to the partial formation of the L1 0 phase due to the generation of planar defects and resultant atomic displacements. Applying shear stresses of 570 and 2940 MPa as along with tensile stress of 290 MPa to the B2 phase, contributed to accelerate the transformations from the B2 to L1 0 phase, accompanied by a change in the transformation scheme. Similarly, shear stresses also enhanced crystallization, but neither the bcc nor B2 phase was detected in the simulations. It was found that stresses effectively accelerate the transformations from the hypothetical B2 to L1 0 phase. EAM method is based on the electron density theory, but is widely used as a semi-empirical model that requires the knowledge of experimental material properties to evaluate the model parameters. The total energy (E tot ) is given by eq. (A1)
where F i (ρ i ) is the required energy to embed atom i into a location where the local electron density yielded by all the other atoms is ρ i , ϕ ij (r ij ) is the atomic core-core repulsion energy between atoms i and j separated by a distance r ij . The formulae for F i (ρ i ) and ϕ ij (r ij ) are given as follows. 
where, r is the radial distance from the atom. The de nition of other parameters can be obtained from literature 7, 8) . The parameters and cut-off distances (r cut ) of GZ-(Grujicic Zhou) type 7, 8) MD potential, for an Fe-Ni system are given in the software for 2-body and many-body parts as summarized in Tables A1 and A2. Summary of the terminologies used in the current study.
(1) Amorphous: a state of a crystallographic structure with a dense and randomly packed atomic arrangement. Its counterpart is called a crystalline state comprising of long range periodicity. (2) As-quenched amorphous: an amorphous state just quenched from a melt or that is subjected to relaxation in a relatively short time compared to the quenching time. (3) Amorphous relaxed: an amorphous state annealed below the crystallization temperature for a certain time. An amorphous relaxed state has less free volume than as- Table A1 EAM parameters and cut-off distance (r cut ) for 2-body parts 7) . Atom1 Atom2 α i /nm . In a solid solution, order/disorder can be recognized as the presence/absence of ordered atomic arrangements (atomic con guration with a certain regularity in terms of atomic species). For instance, a bcc (A2) phase is a disordered phase, whereas a CsCl (B2) is an ordered phase. (6) Structural order/disorder: an order/disorder in terms of crystallographic atomic sites. For instance, a highly regular crystal structure is a structurally ordered, whereas an amorphous structure with dense random packing is structurally disordered phase.
